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AbstrAct

Modern organizations often bring together groups in which some people are collocated 
and some remote. These groups often take the form of loosely-organized networks rather 
than hierarchies. Partially distributed groups may have characteristics that are different 
from fully collocated or fully distributed groups, such as being particularly vulnerable 
to subgroup formation. A ten-person simulation game called Shape Factory was used 
to model partially-distributed collaboration networks. We found that biases in trade 
patterns did occur among both collocated and remote (isolated) players. Collocated 
players formed a strong subgroup, with a bias toward ingroup trading, which almost 
immediately led remote players to form their own subgroup. These groups strengthened 
over time. Despite being at a technological disadvantage, the remote group performed 
as collocated workers. 

Keywords: 7 keywords or less, please.

INtrODUctION

Simulations with human subjects are 
a critical research tool for understand 

the dynamics of organizations facing 
modern challenges, such as long-dis-
tance work. 
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Today, much work that used to 
be done within a single, collocated 
corporation is often done by flexible, 
geographically distributed collabora-
tion networks of people. The majority 
of large organizations in the world 
today—be they corporations, institu-
tions of higher education, nonprofits or 
government entities—have the problem 
of coordinating work across distances. 
Research suggests that companies are 
struggling with problems arising from 
the use of long-distance teams (Olson 
and Olson, 2000), even though the num-
ber of organizations using such teams 
is growing enormously (McDonough, 
Kahn, and Barczak, 2001). Large invest-
ments in communications technology 
are being made in order to make it pos-
sible to collaborate at a distance via web 
conferencing suites, distributed supply 
chain systems, e-learning platforms, 
etc. However, despite the money and 
attention being paid this problem of 
effective distant collaboration is far 
from being solved.

Our work focuses on one common 
situation in distributed work called 
partially distributed work. Partially 
distributed groups are those that have 
some individuals who are collocated, 
and some proportion joining in at a dis-
tance. This configuration is probably at 
least as common as configurations with 
completely collocated or completely 
distributed (virtual) groups. Yet, this 
partially distributed format has received 
little research attention (O’Leary and 
Cummings, 2002).

Work Across Distance

To understand the challenges of long-
distance work, one must first understand 
the considerable benefits of collocated 
work. In a study by Teasley, Covi, Krish-
nan and Olson (2002), ‘radically col-
located’ software development teams, 
those where all team members were 
collocated in one large room for the 
duration of the project, were in one study 
found to have doubled their productiv-
ity compared to teams working out of 
separate offices. These teams benefited 
from easy access to each other, which 
lowered the communication cost. They 
also benefited from shared artifacts and 
shared context, which created common 
ground for communication (Clark and 
Wilks-Gibbs, 1986; Veinott, Olson, 
Olson and Fu, 1999).

Collocated groups also benefit 
greatly from ‘workplace awareness’ 
(Gutwin and Greenberg, 2004). They 
can “bump into” each other, which 
serves as a reminder of things promised 
but not delivered. They can see when 
others are available. Peripheral observa-
tion of each other helped people know 
when their co-workers were busy and 
when they were interruptible (Dabbish 
and Kraut, 2004). Kraut, Egido and 
Galegher (1988) found that research-
ers in a private research lab were more 
likely to co-author papers with each 
other when their offices were closer 
together. Researchers whose offices 
were within 30 meters of each other 
were significantly more likely to col-
laborate with each other, and the effect 
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of collocation was stronger than the 
effect of mutual interests as measured 
by analysis of their published papers. 
In other words, two researchers who 
happened to have offices on the same 
floor were more likely to coauthor in the 
future than two researchers who share 
similar interests, but whose offices were 
further apart. 

Most of the research on overcoming 
distance in collaboration is in the area 
of virtual teams. Studies of naïve team 
members put together into virtual teams 
illustrate how prone these groups are to 
failure due to lack of trust (Jarvenpaa 
and Leidner, 1999), lack of coordination, 
misunderstandings (Cramton, 2001), 
delays, and other human failures. To 
reduce these problems researchers and 
practitioners prescribe disciplined com-
munication and coordination through 
explicitly-shared norms. Virtual teams 
are advised to set explicit agreements 
for how quickly email will be responded 
to, how quickly phone calls should 
be returned, how consistently instant 
messengers, pagers, and cell phones 
should be used (Duarte and Tennant-
Snyder, 2000; Haywood, 1998; Raffoni, 
2000). Haywood (1998) goes so far as 
to claim “If you want to do one thing 
that will dramatically improve your 
team’s communication, you should de-
velop availability standards” (Haywood 
1998, p. 19). But the question arises: 
Is the more-disciplined approach that 
is necessary for distant collaboration 
incompatible with the fast-paced infor-
mality of high functioning collocated 
teams? What would happen in a group 

that had elements of both collocated 
and distributed groups? 

Partially Distributed Groups

What practices may we expect to find in 
partially distributed groups, or groups 
with both collocated and remote mem-
bers? A survey of corporate work teams 
by Kinney and Panko (1996) found that 
56% of project teams had members from 
multiples sites, but of these only 9% 
were pure virtual teams. It is now com-
mon for corporate meetings to include 
part of a team seated around a confer-
ence table with either groups or isolates 
joining by phone or video. In distance 
education, it is increasingly common 
for a professor to be leading a group 
that is partially present and partially 
joining from a distance. Many work 
teams accommodate part-time remote 
employees, so that they are partially 
distributed only some of the time.

Partially distributed teams may ex-
perience unique problems overcoming 
distance. Herbsleb, Mockus, Finholt 
and Grinter (2000) studied software 
engineers located in the U.K., Germany, 
and India, as they collaborated on in-
tegrated and time-sensitive software 
development projects. Within these 
partially-distributed teams, it was 
found that requests for modifications in 
software took longer whenever they in-
volved engineers in multiple locations. 
These engineers also reported sharing 
less personal information, and having 
less of what is called ‘affective trust’ 
(McAllister, 1995) with their distant 
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colleagues (Rocco, Finholt, Hofer and 
Herbsleb, 2001). 

Prior research suggests three dy-
namics that may be relevant to partially 
distributed teams: unequal communica-
tions, unequal distribution of attention 
and subgroup/ out-group dynamics, 
detailed below.

Unequal effort in communicat-
ing. Different media require different 
amounts of effort and time to convey 
the same message. Typing is more ef-
fortful and takes longer than speaking. 
Phone communication is more effortful 
and less natural than face-to-face com-
munication. In a partially distributed 
team there may be large inequities in 
how much the ‘cost’ of communication 
with one team member versus another. 
This cost may be in time, but also in the 
cognitive effort needed to produce and 
interpret communication.

Unequal distribution of attention. 
In the press of daily events, one would 
expect that distant coworkers in a par-
tially distributed team would also be at 
a disadvantage in competing for atten-
tion from colleagues who are collocated 
with each other (Armstrong and Cole, 
2002). Collocated workers may intend 
to treat all of their coworkers equally, 
but when forced to make difficult allo-
cation choices, the social pressure and 
multiple awareness cues of co-presence 
may overwhelm the relatively sparse 
communication channels of distant 
collaborators. In an experimental study, 
Fussell, Kiesler, Setlock Scupelli and 
Weisband (2004) found that collabora-
tors had difficulty managing time and 

attention equitably across projects with 
different geographic configurations. 
When involved in both collocated and 
distributed collaborations, participants 
favored tasks with collocated partners 
despite equal importance of tasks. The 
unequal distribution of attention may 
partially explain Herbsleb et al’s (2000) 
field findings that software modification 
requests that originate locally are com-
pleted more quickly than distant ones.

Subgroups may inhibit whole-
group performance. Within a partially-
distributed collaboration network there 
is a strong likelihood that subgroups will 
form. We define subgroups as a set of 
individuals within a larger group. This 
definition is compatible with other uses 
of the term in social network analysis 
(Hawe, Webster, and Shiell, 2004), 
and inclusive of subgroup types such 
as cliques and clans (Wasserman and 
Faust, 1994). 

Subgroups can be problematic 
when they inhibit the effectiveness of 
the whole group. Demange’s (2004) 
exploration of the economics of large 
collaboration networks shows how the 
‘selfish’ wishes of a cohesive teams 
within a larger group can inhibit network 
effectiveness. Networks with strong 
subgroups run the risk of negative 
subgroup/ out-group dynamics forming 
within the group. Researchers have, for 
some time, recognized the danger that 
distant communication poses in creat-
ing and reinforcing in- group and out-
group dynamics (Fiol and O’Connor, 
2005; Brown, 2000; Lea and Spears, 
1992). Social psychologists have long 
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recognized the tendency for any small 
difference between subgroups to evoke 
subgroup behaviors. Even meaning-
less and arbitrary methods of dividing 
people into groups tend to encourage 
formation of a subgroup identity that 
excludes others (Taijfel, 1978). Dis-
tributed organizations are vulnerable to 
small groups of collocated individuals 
forming subgroups and excluding oth-
ers. Pool (1976) found that manipulat-
ing the availability of computer-medi-
ated communication (CMC) channels 
significantly affected how individuals 
within larger groups formed coalitions 
with each other. Any sort of inequality 
in communication channel may possibly 
bring about factionalism and subgroup 
biases. Subgroups are desirable when 
they include the entire company or func-
tion team, promoting ‘team spirit’ and 
individual self-esteem (Brown, 2000). 
But when subgroups form within a team, 
they can be a drag on efficiency and 
morale. In allocating scarce resources, 
members tend to distribute resources in 
ways that favor the subgroup, and ne-
glect the out-group (Dobbs and Crano, 
2001). Individuals tend to see members 
of their subgroup as more similar to 
themselves than out-groups, affecting 
their willingness to trust outsiders. Out-
group members are likely to be seen as 
similar to each other, or stereotyped, 
and once these stereotypes are formed 
they may be difficult to undo (Tajfel, 
1978). Once subgroups have formed for 
whatever reason, they tend to reinforce 
each other and resist interventions to 
change them.

MethOD

We used a group simulation called 
Shape Factory (Bos et al, 2004), to 
investigate how groups of 10 people 
would collaborate when five of them 
were collocated in a room, and five 
were located in rooms by themselves, 
able to communicate with email. We 
ran 13 groups of 10 in this simulation 
to measure patterns of collaboration and 
differences in performance. 

the shape Factory simulation

The Shape Factory Simulation is a ten-
person group simulation that recreates 
realistic dynamics of interdependent 
workgroups with a cooperative/com-
petitive incentive structure. In Shape 
Factory, each player is both a producer 
of ‘shapes’ and someone who fulfills 
orders for strings of shapes. Each player 
is designated as a colored shape, such as 
Blue Square. Each player can make all 
the shapes, but have only one they can 
make cheaply, which is their specialty 
shape. There are two specialty producers 
of each shape, each with a different color 
(e.g. Blue Square and Orange Square), 
setting up some choice for others when 
they need a particular shape. Each player 
has a set of three orders in each round 
of the five-round game. Two orders are 
short (two shapes) and one is long (four 
shapes) and none of their orders requires 
their own specialty shapes. Each player 
would ideally like to obtain eight shapes 
from other players each round. To create 
some scarcity and resource pressure, 
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we set a production limit of six shapes 
for each player every round. If a player 
cannot obtain all eight needed shapes, 
they can still make the other shapes but 
at a higher cost. 

Thus there are five shapes in the 
game, each made by two players. 
Because each shape is made by two 
players, other players have a choice 
of whom to ask for a shape when they 
need to fulfill an order. Since the game 
is played over a number of rounds, it 
is in the players’ interests to establish 
good working relationships with oth-
ers so that they both pay attention to 
their colleagues and deliver shapes in 
a timely manner.

The game is played through a web 
interface (Figure 1). The view in Figure 
1 is for one of the players who can make 
diamonds cheaply, Black Diamond, 
identified in the upper left-hand corner. 
Immediately to the right are the costs 

for producing Black Diamond’s shapes; 
note that the diamond costs only $19 
to make, whereas the others cost from 
$25-29. Below the diamond are three 
orders, two of length two and one of 
length four. 

Note that the orders are gray because 
it does not matter which colored shapes 
fulfill the orders as long as the shapes are 
correct. The pay for filling an order is 
listed on the right of each order; it is set 
to be the sum of the costs of producing 
the shapes by oneself. If a player fills 
an order by making all of the shapes 
herself, she makes zero profit. The only 
way to make a profit is to buy at least 
one of the shapes from someone who 
can make them more cheaply.

Beneath the orders is an area depict-
ing the player’s current inventory. This 
player has purchased a square (blue), 
an X (pink), and a circle (yellow). This 
person would two more squares and 

Figure 1. A screen shot of the interface for playing Shape Factory
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three triangles in order to fulfill all of 
his/her orders. Players are not obligated 
to fill all available orders.

On the right are two panels of text 
message conversations with other play-
ers, the middle panel showing conversa-
tions about this player wanting to buy 
shapes, and the ones on the right show-
ing conversations in which the person 
is being asked to sell shapes. 

The game is played in five rounds. 
Inventory is cleared after each round and 
people are not allowed to sell shapes in 
their inventories to others. In the first 
round, people are allowed 20 minutes 
to play (with a known ending time); all 
subsequent rounds are 15 min. each. 

The players are instructed to maxi-
mize their earnings. They do this by 
selling their specialty shape at a profit 
and buying others shapes for less than 
they could produce them on their own. 
There is some time pressure, although 
most players finish their transactions in 
the time allotted. There is also a short-
age of cheap parts since each player 
needs eight parts but can make and 
sell only 6. The combination of time 
pressure and shape scarcity creates a 
situation in which players cannot af-
ford to be completely generous with 
their time and resources with all eight 
potential collaborators; they must pri-
oritize, and are served best when they 
establish consistent relationships with 
some others.

Shape Factory is designed to simu-
late these characteristics of a modern, 
distributed workplace:

1. Work is accomplished in collabora-
tive networks

2. Unequal communication opportu-
nities between players—some are 
more accessible than others

3. Limited resources and time 
4. Players have both cooperative and 

competitive rewards, (also known 
as mixed-motive games)

setting and Procedure

Ten paid subjects participated in each 
session, for five rounds of play. There 
were 13 sessions, for a total of 130 
participants. Subjects were recruited 
from a recruiting email list, an ad in a 
university newspaper, and signs posted 
throughout a large university campus. 
Participants were paid $15 for complet-
ing the session plus a chance to win 
up to $10 based on performance. The 
average amount paid was $17. Fifty two 
percent of the participants were female, 
97% were students, and the average 
age was 22. They had an average of 14 
years of education. Almost all of the 
participants (99%) stated that they had 
used computers, the Internet and email 
regularly for over three years. 

During the game, five of the players 
were collocated in a large room and sat 
around a table together while the other 
five played in separate rooms each by 
themselves. All players used the web 
interface to make requests for shapes 
from each other and to deliver them. 
Those collocated in the large room could 
also talk to each other to get others’ at-
tention, find out if they had any parts 
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left, negotiate a price, and commit to a 
delivery. The interface allows negotia-
tion between buyer and seller, but does 
not support multi-player auctions. Roles 
(e.g., who plays Black Diamond) were 
randomly assigned to players with the 
constraint that one of each of the dif-
ferent shapes was in the room, and one 
of each in the remote rooms. 

At the end of each session, all play-
ers completed a 37-item survey with 
questions on player demographics, self-
reported strategies, attitudes toward the 
game and towards other players.

hyPOtheses

At the beginning of this research, we 
had three hypotheses:

H1: Collocated players outperform 
Remote players. 

Collocated players may have ad-
vantages in how quickly they can com-
municate with each other, how easily 
they can coordinate, how quickly they 
can learn strategies and how easily they 
can build trust among other collocators. 
These advantages could allow them to 
outperform remote players.

H2: Subgroup forms

The partially distributed configura-
tion may lead to formation of subgroup 
collaborations.

H2a: Collocated players may form a 
subgroup. 

Collocators may preferentially buy 
and sell shapes from each other rather 
than from the remote players. Several 
factors may contribute to this bias: ease 
of communication, convenience of ac-
cess, and interpersonal trust. 

H2b: Remote players may form a 
subgroup. 

Remote players may preferentially 
buy and sell shapes from each other, to 
the exclusion of collocated players.

resUlts AND DIscUssION

Performance Differences

Collocated players would seem to have 
many advantages in this game. Yet the 
results showed no significant difference 
in the overall scores between collocated 
and remote players. Remote players 
scored an average of 203 and collocated 
players scored 191. A multilevel model 
regression on player scores, controlling 
for effects at the session level, showed 
this difference to be non-significant 
(p<0.55). There was also no significant 
differences in the number of shapes 
sold, number of shapes purchased, or 
purchase or sales prices. Thus, hypoth-
esis H1 was not supported. Overall, the 
groups sold on average of 276.1 shapes 
out of a possible 300 (92% efficiency). 
Further analysis will explain how re-
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mote players managed to overcome their 
hypothesized disadvantages. 

subgroup Formation

Collocator subgroup. Collocated play-
ers had strong trading biases toward 
other collocated players, supporting 
Hypothesis 2a. This tendency is shown 
in Table 1, by comparing the top left cell 
(collocator to collocator sales) with the 
top right and middle left cells. To test the 
statistical significance, we calculated 
the total number of parts sold by each 
collocated player to other collocated 
and to remote players. We again used 
multilevel regression to control for ef-
fects at the session level. Condition was 
a significant predictor of the number of 
shapes sold between players, F= 6.18, 
p<.001, showing that collocated players 
had strong statistical tendencies to sell 
to other players in their own room.

Remote player subgroup. Hypoth-
esis 2b was also supported: remote play-
ers developed a subgroup trading bias 
nearly identical to that of the collocated 
players, F=9.1, p<.0001, as shown by 

the large number in the middle right 
cell of Table 1. 

How did the remote players re-
spond to the trading subgroup of the 
collocators? In these experiments, they 
responded by very quickly and very 
effectively forming a trading subgroup 
of their own. The surprising aspect of 
this is that the remote players were only 
vaguely aware of their status, and had no 
effective way of knowing who the other 
remote players were at the beginning 
of the experiment. The remote player 
subgroup formed when remotes were ig-
nored by the members collocated group. 
At the beginning of the game, remote 
players sent roughly equal numbers of 
purchase requests to both collocators 
and remote players. However, they did 
not receive requests in equal numbers, 
and did not receive responses to their 
requests in equal numbers. We examined 
a dataset comprised of all requests sent 
in the first rounds. There were a total 
of 985 requests sent in the first rounds 
of the 13 sessions. For each request we 
could see how long it had taken that 
player to receive a message in response 

Table 1. Number of shapes delivered between collocators and remote players 
per session

SHAPES BOUGHT

To Collocators To Remote Players

SHAPES SOLD
From Collocators 89.5

(65%)
48.2
(35%)

From Remote Players 48.9
(35%)

89.6
(65%)

Total 138.5 137.8
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(not necessarily an acceptance, but any 
response) and whether this request was 
eventually filled (not necessarily for the 
asked amount or price.) Table 2 shows 
the pattern of requests, the average re-
sponse time, and the average acceptance 
rate. (Note that since response time and 
acceptance rate refer to responses to 
requests, these figures are interpreted 
‘backwards’ from request counts. For 
example the 201 second response time 
in the lower left is the response from 
collocators to remote players, not the 
other way around.)

How did these strong biases come 
about? To understand the process of 
subgroup formation, we ran similar 
analyses on the first round of trading 
data. Analysis of all first round requests 
show that for remote players, sending 
a request to a collocated player meant 
they were less likely to get a positive 
response and it would take significantly 
longer to receive a reply. We again ran 
regression tests of the effect of receiver 
condition on likelihood of a positive 
response and response time, control-
ling for session-level effects. When 
the sender was a Remote player, there 
was a significant difference in response 

times (F=5.9, p < .05). We used ordinal 
logistic regression to examine likeli-
hood of response and again found a 
positive relationship, (p<.05).

For collocators in the first round, 
there was no significant difference in 
response time based on the recipient 
of their requests (F=.43, p<.51) or 
rate of filling requests (p<.22) when 
session-level effects are controlled, 
although there were already trends in 
that direction.

Why were the remote players ig-
nored by collocators in the first round? 
Mostly, because the collocators were 
negotiating verbally, responding to 
each other preferentially, and being less 
responsive to those outside the room. 
So, remote players began preferen-
tially responding to those players who 
responded to them, and preferentially 
delivering shapes to those who had sold 
shapes to them. The remote players did 
this very quickly and efficiently, and 
by the end of the first round the trading 
biases were established. 

Subgroups strengthen over time. 
The tendency of these subgroups to trade 
with each other exclusively increased 
over time. Figures 2 and 3 show trading 

Table 2. Average outcome of requests sent in round 1

REQUESTS To Collocators To Remote Players 

From Collocators
Requests sent: 263
Response time: 175 sec
Acceptance rate: 38%

Requests sent: 222
Response time: 172 sec
Acceptance rate: 35%

From Remote 
Players

Requests sent: 235
Response time: 201 sec
Acceptance rate: 33%

Requests sent: 265
Response time: 164 sec
Acceptance rate: 44%
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patterns over the five round experiment. 
For both collocators (Figure 2) and 
remote players (Figure 3), the discrep-
ancy in trading was present from the 
first round, increased markedly in the 
second round, and continued to increase 
throughout the experiment. 

To test the significance of this in-
crease we used a dataset where each 
case was data from one round of one 
experiment, from one specific player to 
one condition of player. The outcome 
variable was the number of parts sold. 
For both conditions we ran regression 

tests predicting sales from four vari-
ables – round number, buyer condition, 
experiment session (for control) and an 
interaction term, round x condition. The 
interaction term was to test for differ-
ent effects by condition. We again used 
multilevel regression to separate effects 
of particular experimental sessions 
from effects related to the conditions 
of interest. 

There was a significant interaction 
between round and player condition 
related to total sales for both remote 
players (F=10.4, p< .01) and collocated 

Figure 2. Shapes sold by collocators to both other collocators and remote play-
ers, by round

Figure 3. Shapes sold by remote players by round
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players (F=37.2, p<.01). We interpret 
these results to mean that both types 
of players increased their subgroup 
sales bias over time. This is consistent 
with prior research on ingroup and out-
group formation (Tafjel, 1978), which 
says that once subgroup dynamics are 
established, they tend to reinforce and 
strengthen over time.

Players’ self-reported strate-
gies

How did the players perceive the pat-
terns of collaborations that resulted 
from this experiment, and their roles in 
forming them? In the post-task survey, 
we asked every player this question: 
“Each shape was represented by two 
players. What influenced your choice 
of which player to request shapes from? 
(Select all that apply).” They were pre-
sented with the items in Table 3 with 

checkboxes. Table 3 shows post-survey 
results separated by group. 

Remote players endorsed all of 
the three history-related statements (1, 
2, and 3) a higher percentage of the 
time. We used multi-level regression 
to control for effects of experimental 
sessions and test differences between 
Remote and Collocated players on these 
post-survey items. Table 3 shows that 
differences were significant on one item 
and marginal on another.

Collocators, meanwhile, were less 
conscious of individual relationships. 
Instead, they seemed to be more in-
fluenced by who was in the room with 
them. 69% of collocators endorsed a 
statement that they traded preferentially 
with “whoever was in the room with 
me”. In a separate part of the post-
questionnaire, we also asked collocators 
to rate the following items related to 
in-room bias items. Table 4 lists these 

Table 3. Rate of endorsements from post- task survey question 

Answers Collocators Remote Players Difference

Whomever I had sold parts to most 
recently 28% 38% P<.06

Whoever had sold me parts most 
recently 32% 50%* P< .02*

Whoever was more reliable 35% 52% P<.15

Table 4. Collocators’ responses to questions about in-room bias
Item Average Rating

When trying to buy parts, I did not care whether a player was in the same room 
with me or alone. 2.5 (disagree)

I usually tried to get parts from players in the room before requesting parts from 
players out of the room. 3.4

We tried to trade with players only in our room. 2.5 (disagree)
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items along with average results, a scale 
going from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 
= strongly agree. The first two items 
show that collocators were intentional 
about their predisposition to collabo-
rate in-room. This bias to buy and sell 
within the collocated room drove the 
pattern of subgroup trading among the 
collocators.

The post-questionnaire responses 
from both groups suggest possible 
mechanisms for how subgroups formed 
and strengthened over time. The sub-
groups initially formed due to the col-
locators’ bias to sell to each other. This 
bias was driven by convenience and 
probably other psychological factors 
such as social pressure. The collocators 
were not very deliberate about forming 
this subgroup, and likely did not set out 
to exclude remote players. Yet, they 
did exclude them, or at least delayed 
including them long enough that the 
remote players formed relationships 
preferentially with each other. Once 
these trading groups formed, players’ 
tendencies to keep the same trading 
partners made the subgroups grow 
stronger over time. Interestingly, since 
the remotes had a stronger self-reported 
bias toward keeping the same partners, 
it would have been the actions of the 
remote players more than those of the 
collocators that made the subgroup bias 
increase over time. 

sUMMAry AND DIscUssION

collocator subgroup

As in previous research, collocation is 
shown to be a powerful determiner of 
collaboration. Five randomly assigned 
collocators began to favor each other, 
very strongly and very quickly. A sub-
group trading bias among the collocators 
was evident within the first few minutes 
of the experiment and continued to gain 
strength through the experiment. By the 
end of the experiments, collocators had 
done nearly twice as much trading with 
each other as with remote players. 

Why did this trading bias occur? For 
collocators, working with other players 
in the collocated room was easier and 
more convenient than it was with people 
out of the room because they could use 
verbal communication before having to 
finalize the deal through the messaging 
system. Physical presence also aids trust 
and creates subtle social preferences. 
In Shape Factory, simply sitting across 
a table with another player may make 
these players’ presence more salient to 
each other, so that they went to each 
other first for parts. Players probably 
felt more social pressure to respond 
to collocators; it is relatively easy to 
ignore or say ‘no’ to an email message 
from an unseen player, but harder to 
say no to someone sitting across the 
table. Players might also feel that those 
located in a room with them would be 
more responsive to their requests than 
those not visible.
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In post-experiment surveys col-
locators report that they were aware 
of their bias toward collaborating with 
each other. There did not seem to be 
a strong motivation to intentionally 
excluded remote players. Thus, some 
previous findings about ingroups were 
reproduced here: the ingroups tend to 
prefer each other and distribute favors 
unequally. But negative out-group dy-
namics, whereby subgroups sometimes 
develop exclusionary tendencies and 
negative attributions about out-groups, 
were not prevalent in these experi-
ments.

remote Player subgroup

How did remote players respond to this 
exclusion? They quickly and effectively 
formed their own trading subgroup 
within the first five to ten minutes of 
the first round. Remote players formed 
trading relationships with each other 
that grew stronger over the course of 
the experiment. The same subgroup 
bias also appears in other settings in 
which the distribution of players is not 
so symmetric (Shami et al. 2004; Bos, 
et al., 2005; Bos et al, 2006).

What does this mean for real-world 
partially distributed groups? We argue 
that subgroup collaborations are very 
likely to form when the conditions of 
this experiment apply: When individu-
als have interdependent skills, choice 
among collaborators, a level of self-
management, unequal communication 
channels, and time and resource pres-
sure. These are increasingly common 

conditions in modern, knowledge-ori-
ented workplaces; so the phenomena of 
subgroup collaboration is worth paying 
attention to. Managers and workers 
alike should understand the ways in 
which location, technology, and social 
practices can interact to change col-
laboration patterns.

Subgroups are not necessarily a bad 
thing. It is not necessary for every work-
er to have exactly equal levels of contact 
with every one of their coworkers. There 
are many cases, however, when a large 
division of the social network could 
hurt organizational effectiveness. In the 
Herbsleb research (2000), the inability 
to obtain the time and attention of distant 
coworkers slowed distributed software 
development. Coworker relationships 
have been shown to affect things such 
as the flow of information (Granovetter, 
1973) and adoption of new innovations 
(Rogers, 1995). ‘Fault lines’ (Lau and 
Murnighan, 1998) in the social network 
of an organization may lead to unneces-
sary conflicts, difficulties in building 
consensus, as well as less-efficient 
work processes. It is worthwhile to 
continue to try to understanding better 
how work relationships form, and how 
they interact with distance, technology, 
and other factors.

Performance Differences be-
tween collocators and remote 
Players

One unexpected result of this set of 
experiments was the failure of the 
collocated players to outperform the 
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remote players. Collocated players 
had the advantages of being able to 
verbally negotiate and the favoritism 
of being collocated, but remote players 
may also have had some advantages. 
Players who are not easily accessible to 
others may be able to concentrate better. 
Freedom from distraction is a common 
reason given by real telecommuters for 
why they work from home (Belanger, 
1999). Remote players may have been 
able to organize themselves better and 
stay more focused on the incoming 
and outgoing transactions without any 
verbal distraction. Remote players may 
also be more resistant to social pressure 
from coworkers, and able to make more 
pragmatic decisions about how to al-
locate their resources and attention. In 
the Shape Factory game, remote players 
were more likely to take prior history 
into account in deciding who to sell their 
scarce parts to, while collocated players 
may have felt more obligated to sell to 
other players in the room, regardless 
of need or past history. If it is true that 
remote workers in the real world also can 
be more pragmatic (or even selfish) in 
allocating their attention and resources, 
this would be an interesting finding, 
worthy of further research. 
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